SILL HEIGHT COMPARISON

AA SERIES WINDOWS - ILLUSTRATED WITH A305 REVEAL EQUALISER

Fixed Lite (90mm Frame)
(also low lite for Operated Casement & Awning Windows)

Operated Casement & Awning Windows (90mm Frame)
(with sash right down to the floor)

SuperLite Window (125mm Frame)

Horizontal Sliding Window
(90mm Frame)

Counter Balanced Double-Hung Window
(90mm Frame)

as above, with A314 Sill Align Infill

Commercial DG Lite (125mm Frame)

Louvre Frame (125mm Frame,
shown in manual form)
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SILL HEIGHT COMPARISON

AA SERIES DOORS

Sliding Door

3 & 6 Panel Stacker Doors (shown with optional Fly Screen)

4 & 8 Panel Stacker Doors

Hinged Door, Open-In

Hinged Door, Open-Out

Bottom-Rolling Bifold Door
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